Transform your KPIs

Change your KPIs to accelerate performance
Two day masterclass 15 & 16 October 2018

Who will benefit?

This two day programme is suitable for staff responsible
for monitoring and reporting the performance of a
business unit, division or an organisation as whole.
The programme will be of particular benefit to:
• Human Resource Managers responsible for
organisation wide performance measurement
• CFOs and reporting accountants responsible for
reporting performance measurement on a regular
basis
• CEOs and General Managers who are dissatisfied
with performance measurement in their organisation
and wish to scope out a complete revisit in
performance measurement
• The team in charge of a balance scorecard
implementation
• Consultants who wish to be certified on David
Parmenter’s winning KPIs methodology

What you’ll gain

The workshop will enable you to:
• Transform your KPIs so they accelerate performance
• Understand the characteristics of KPIs that will deliver
results
• Identify the difference between result and
performance indicators
• Develop KPIs which will be relevant to your
organisation
• Utilise the best practice reporting templates provided
• Identify your organisation’s critical success factors
• Work with the practical electronic media provided in
the course

Location:

JW Marriott Bucharest Grand Hotel,
ROMANIA
– 15 & 16 October 2018

Led by author, presenter
& facilitator

David
Parmenter

David is the author of the bestselling
KPI book (now in 3rd edition) with
more than 80,000 copies sold over
ten languages. He is an international
presenter known for his thoughtprovoking and lively sessions, which
have led to substantial change in
many organisations. David’s work on
KPIs is recognised internationally as
a breakthrough in understanding how
to make performance measures work.
He has delivered workshops, in 32
countries, to thousands of attendees.
He is the author of The Financial
Controllers and CFO’s Toolkit – Lean
Practices to Transform Your Finance
Team, Key Performance Indicators for
Government and Non Profit Agencies:
Implementing Winning KPIs, and
The Leading-Edge Manager’s Guide
to Success (all published by Wiley).
David is also a regular writer for
professional and business journals.

Course format

This course will be held in a highly interactive workshop
format with case studies, better practice examples and
implementation guidelines.

Book through www.greatpeopleinside.com/conference2018/register/

DAY 1: 9.00am - 4.45pm

Feedback from the two
KPI Masterclass run in
KL

What are Key Performance Indicators?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Difference between the four types of performance
measures

“The trainer’s energy,
passion and clear delivery
of KPIs were very vital and
useful”

The characteristics of a winning KPI

How KPIs support business goals and strategy

Business Support, Astro

Understanding the need for past, present, and future
measures

“The exercise sessions on
identifying KPIs were very
practical and extremely
useful”

The 10, 80, 10, rule for performance measures

The importance of knowing your critical success factors

Finding the Critical Success Factors (CSFs) in Your
Organisation
•

Case studies

•

How to run the two day CSF workshop

•
•
•
•

Group Finance, Telekom
Malaysia
“David is very
knowledgeable and an
expert in this field. He is
very helpful and gives
answers immediately.
The handouts were very
comprehensive”

The four stage process

Workshop: Brainstorm the success factors in sector
groups
Learn how to use relationship mapping to find the
success factors with the greatest influence (Airline
example)

Head, Quality Division,
Island & Peninsular BHD

Workshop: Shortlist the likely CSFs in your sector using
the relationship mapping technique

“Dedicated speaker, lots
of interaction between
participants and the
trainer”

How to Design Performance Measures
•
•
•

(continued
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Removing measures where cost of measurement is
greater than the benefit
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Walk through the questionnaires, team worksheets and
checklists, and workshops contained in the book

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDIC ATORS
Praise for

Key Performance IndIcators for
Government and non ProfIt aGencIes

“David Parmenter is a
leading thinker on performance
measurement. I admire
much. This application
his work very
of David’s seminal thinking
on KPIs to the public and
tors is a major contribution
non profit secto the field. Any practitioner
or manager who is serious
improving measurement
in their organizations should
about
read this book.”
—Dean R. Spitzer, PhD,

author of Transforming

Performance Measurement

“Government and non
profit agencies are both
completely different and
exactly the same as private
at the same time
sector organizations. David
has done a brilliant job
the best practices and lessons
of presenting
(hard) learned from the
private sector, as applied
driven sector. This powerful
in the missionand unique view should
help prevent society from
what has been learned,
‘re-learning’
and leverage those best
practices forward to benefit
surpasses all previous
all. This work
works in capturing what
society has learned and
is needed most.”
applying it where it
—Brett Knowles, Executive

,
Developing
ng,
Implementi
and Using
Is
Winning KP

Partner, pm2 – Performance

Measurement and Management

“It’s about time someone
raised the questions that
David Parmenter does
Key Performance Indicators
in his new book
for Government and Non
Profit Agencies. For too
and strategy and performance
long, managers
professionals have blindly
followed assumptions
performance measurement
about what
is about, wasting vast amounts
of time and effort measuring
wrong things in the wrong
ways. David reminds us,
the
in his usual practical fashion,
to a more meaningful
how to return
way of measuring performance.”
—Stacey Barr, author,

presenter, and facilitator,
PuMP Performance Measure
Blueprint Workshops
and Online Programs

“In his new book, David
Parmenter brings a breath
of fresh air to the art of
menting performance
crafting and implemetrics. With a keen eye
for how measurement
of business operations,
works in the crucible
David once again provides
page after page of practical,
advice about how to measure
no-nonsense
business performance.
And with his relentless
he’s not afraid to poke
focus on results,
holes at sacred methodologies
and complex approaches.
chock-full of practical
This book is
nuggets of advice. It’s a
manual for performance
management success.”
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—Wayne Eckerson, Principal,

BI Leader Consulting

with WEBSITE

Book through www.greatpeopleinside.com/conference2018/register/
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Implementing
Winning KPIs

DAVID PARMENTER
is an
international presenter
who is
known for his entertaining
and
thought-provok ing sessions,
which have led to substantial
change in many organizations.
He is a leading expert
in the
development
replacing the annual planning of winning KPIs,
process with quarterly rolling planning and
management practices
that will get you to the
top. David has delivered
workshops to thousands
of attendees in many
cities around the world,
including Sydney, Melbourne, Hong Kong, Kuala
Lumpur, Singapore,
Tehran, Jeddah, Muscat,
Johannesburg, Prague,
Rome, Dublin, London,
Manchester, Edinburgh,
and Toronto. He has worked
for Ernst & Young,
BP Oil Ltd, and Arthur
Andersen, and is a Fellow of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants
in
England and Wales. David
is a regular writer for
professional and business
journals. He is also the
author of Winning CFOs:
Implementing and Applying Better Practices and
The Leading-Edge Manager’s Guide to Success
(both from Wiley). David
can be contacted via parmenter@way
mark.co.nz
or +64 4 499 0007. His
website, davidparmenter.
com, contains many white
papers, articles, and
freeware that will be useful
to readers.

T hir d
E di t io n

Key Perform ance IndIcato rs
for
Governm ent and non ProfIt aGencIes

Written by KPI expert
David Parmenter, this
book dispels the myths
about measuring performance and addresses
common mistakes with
advice, for example, “KPIs
should not be financial.” His winning KPIs
methodology is breathtaking in its simplicity and
yet profound in its impact.
Directors, CEOs, managers,
human resources and
finance teams, and consultants
who are interested
in monitoring and reporting
performance should
read this book. You will
never think about KPIs
the same way again!

Includes a web-based
90-page toolkit

Parmenter

Workshop: Performance Measures in a couple of CSFs
(continued from front flap)
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Using success factors to derive measures

The seven foundation blocks
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Three Stage Process to Develop and Use Winning
KPIs
•
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Workshop: categorizing performance measures

How to Ascertain Performance Measures
•
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Workshop: rewording performance measures
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Wording of measures

Lawson

•

Finance & IR, Sunway City
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What we need to measure

PARM ENTE

•

Common measurement traps

Key Performance
IndIcators for
Government and
non ProfIt aGencIes
Implementing
Winning
KPIs

on back
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A companion to Parmenter’s
earlier bo
Performance Indicators:
Developing, Implem
and Using Winning KPIs,
Second Edition, th
represents a significant
shift in the wa
are developed and used.
It is designed t
managers who are about
to embark on
project, with features
to assist you
implementation, including:
• Discussion

of the myths of performance
measurement

• Understanding
• Revitalizing

the dark side of measures

performance management,
including reference to
the work of the
paradigm shifters (Drucker,
Collins, Welc
Hamel, Peters & Waterman)

•A

12-step “winning KPI”
methodology
kit to help you find your
organization’s
critical success factors

•A

with WEBSITE

Dav ID Par men ter

• Government

and non profit agency
examp
and case studies

• Suggestions
• Templates

on how to help sell the

process

for reporting performance
measu
companion website with
free and for fee
electronic media to save
you time

•A

(continued on back flap)

DAY 2: 9.00am - 4.45pm

Selling and leading change
• Why you need to know about the three laws of performance
• The power of selling by the emotional drivers of the buyer
• Preparing the elevator pitch
• The sales pitch to the Board, SMT and Staff
• The eight stages of leading and selling change (John Kotter)
How to present your performance measures
How to improve your reporting of performance by the adoption of Stephen Few’s work.
Better practice graphics
Maximising use of available software
Hierarchy of Reports to Staff, Management, and the Board

Workshop: Develop reporting formats for the board and the senior management teams
Getting performance measures into teams
How to train teams to develop measures
How to gerun the two day performance measures workshop.
Workshop: Develop generic scorecards for teams.
Case studies: covering different sectors
KPIs for your enterprise
A question and answer session where David shares his thoughts on your organisation’s
KPIs
KPIs: The Road Ahead – the implementation issues
• Introducing agile techniques to improve the likelihood of success (SCRUM meetings,
Kanban)
• The next steps to take in the following five weeks
• Implementing KPIs in a not for profit organisation, small to medium enterprise
Understanding the myths of performance measurement that lead to failure
• By tying KPIs to pay you will increase performance
• Most measures lead to better performance
• All performance measures are KPIs
• Monitoring monthly performance measures will improve performance
• KPIs are financial and non financial indicators
Final Workshop:
Workgroups prepare a small PowerPoint presentation (3 to 4 slides) covering their new
insights into the CSFs, performance measures they are taking back to work, their next
steps, outline of their sales pitch.

Implementer Certification

David will be giving “winning KPIs implementer” certification to any attendees who attend
this workshop and who complete a KPI project, using the methodology. The “winning KPIs”
implementer status will become a sought after international accreditation entitling recipients the
use of the latest intellectual property upon membership.

Book through www.greatpeopleinside.com/conference2018/register/

